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Abstract

Moving air-liquid interfaces, e.g. bubbles, play a significant role in the detachment and

transport of colloids and microorganisms in confined systems as well as unsaturated porous

media. Moreover, they can effectively prevent and/or postpone the development of mature

biofilms on surfaces that are exposed to bacteria. Here we demonstrate the dynamics and

quantify the effectiveness of this bubble-driven detachment process for the bacterial strain

Staphylococcus aureus. We investigate the effects of interface velocity and geometrical factors

through microfluidic experiments that mimic some of the confinement features of pore-scale

geometries. Depending on the bubble velocity U , at least three different flow regimes are

found. These operating flow regimes not only affect the efficiency of the detachment process

but also modify the final distribution of the bacteria on the surface. We organize our results

according to the capillary number, Ca = µU

γ , where µ and γ are the viscosity and the surface
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tension, respectively. In particular, bubbles at very low velocities, corresponding to capillary

numbers Ca < 5× 10−5, exhibit detachment efficiencies of up to 80% at the early stage of

bacterial adhesion. In contrast, faster bubbles at capillary numbers Ca > 10−3, have lower

detachment efficiencies and cause significant non-uniformities in the final distribution of the

cells on the substrate. This effect is associated with the formation of a thin liquid film around

the bubble at higher Ca. In general, at higher bubble velocities bacterial cells in the corners of

the geometry are less influenced by the bubble passage compared to the central region.

Introduction

Air-liquid interfaces are known to be effective in removing dust and micron-sized contamina-

tion from solid substrates.1–4 An inspiring example of this phenomenon is the natural self clean-

ing process observed in leaves of the plant Nelumbo nucifera in the presence of rolling water

droplets.5,6 Such a cleaning process is affected by a strong capillary force generated as the moving

air-liquid interface comes in contact with the particles attached to the surface.7 Similar concepts

have been successfully applied in froth filtration and water purification,8–10 de-inking processes,11

and cleansing of semiconductors for microelectronics.8 In this paper, we explore the potential of

this phenomenon for removing bacteria from solid substrates.

Many other examples of colloidal detachment and transport stimulated by moving air-liquid

interfaces occur in confined geometries.12–15 For example, imbibition or drainage can mobilize

substantial amounts of colloidal particles and contamination within unsaturated porous media, such

as the vadose zone12,16–18 and, therefore, are of great importance in environmental protection and

remediation. Similarly, air-liquid interfaces can detach, transport and relocate microorganisms in

unsaturated porous media.19–22 Transport of bacteria in unsaturated soil and aquifers is of great

importance in in-situ biodegradation, biofacilitated transport of pollutants,23,24 and dispersal of

pathogenic microorganisms,25 which can significantly influence the underground water quality.
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This mechanism may also be employed for cleaning industrial and medical surfaces and pores

contaminated with initially adhering bacterial cells and, consequently, can prevent or postpone the

formation and development of mature biofilms.26–30
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Figure 1: Schematic of the forces acting on a spherical particle of diameter d resting on a solid

substrate in the vicinity of a moving air/liquid interface. (a) The liquid film thickness δ is negligi-

ble, δ ≪ d, (b) the liquid film thickness is comparable to the particle diameter, δ ≈ d, and (c) the

liquid film thickness is larger than the particle diameter, δ > d. Here U represents the typical speed

of the bubble and γ is the surface tension. θc, θp and φ stand for the contact angles on the substrate

and the particles and the filling angle, respectively. Forces acting on the particle are denoted as

FD (drag force), Ff (friction force), Fγ (surface tension force) and Fa (adhesion force). Note that

the direction and the magnitude of Fγ depend on the filling angle φ and the contact angle on the

particle θp.

An efficient capillary detachment process involves local blocking of the contact line by adher-

ing particles, subsequent thinning of the liquid film that is formed between the interface and the
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particle, the rupture of the liquid film and finally formation of a stable three-phase contact line;4

see Figure 1a. The capillary force can be predicted based on the surface tension of the working

liquid γ and the liquid contact angle on the particle θp, i.e. Fγ = 2πdγsinφsin(θp −φ), where d

is the particle diameter and φ is the so-called filling angle; see the schematic in Figure 1. Force

balance studies have proved that the capillary induced lift force can potentially overcome by or-

ders of magnitude the adhesion force keeping the micron-sized colloids on the substrate.1,7,12,31

For live microorganisms such as bacteria, however, the necessary force for successful detachment

measured in experiments is often orders of magnitude larger than the theoretical prediction of the

adhesion force.32 This can be due to the enhanced adhesion of bacteria on the surface caused by

the shear stress of the flow33–35 and polymeric interactions between the surface of bacteria and the

substrate.36

The capillary detachment is expected to be effective when Fγ overcomes the adhesion force Fa

(Figure 1). A convenient measure of the effectiveness of a detachment process is provided by the

detachment efficiency,

ηca =
# colloids before−# colloids after

# colloids before
×100 (1)

Previous experimental studies have often reported overestimation of the detachment efficiency

ηca by theoretical analyses from which the minimum force required for the detachment of a spher-

ical particle is calculated based on the DLVO theory. Dynamic flow parameters, often neglected

in the theoretical calculations, are suspected to be the main reason behind these discrepancies.

Indeed, multiple experimental investigations have reported noticeable effects of flow parameters,

especially the interface velocity U , on the final detachment efficiency of both micron-sized parti-

cles and microorganisms.2,4,37,38 A summary of these studies and their concluding remarks on the

effect of the interface velocity U are presented in Table 1. In general, it has been often observed

that increasing the interface velocity reduces the detachment efficiency ηca. This result has been
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suggested to be caused by insufficient contact time between the interface and the particle at higher

velocities and the resulting inefficiency of the detachment process.3,4,37 However, Aramrak et al.

(2011) showed that even at the highest interface velocities in their experiments the contact time

between the particle and the interface is larger than 10−2 ms for a particle of 1 µm diameter, which

they suggest is orders of magnitude larger than the required time for the formation of the three-

phase contact line. Therefore, as they suggest the contact time in the range of velocities covered

in most of the previous experiments is not the limiting factor in the capillary detachment process,

and the influence of interface velocity on the final result is probably due the formation of a thin

liquid film on the solid wall (Figure 1b).13 This effect is expected to be enhanced as the liquid film

becomes thicker than the size of the particles and direct capillary forces are no longer applicable

(Figure 1c). The main goal of this study is to visualize and quantify the effect of the interface ve-

locity and the liquid film thickness on the efficiency of the capillary detachment of bacteria adhered

to a surface.

Natural and engineered unsaturated porous media, as well as laboratory experiments, often

involve confined geometries.39 In such geometries, the gas-liquid interface may no longer form

a contact line on the solid substrate. In fact, it is well known that in confined geometries, such

as microfluidic channels, and in the absence of inertial and buoyancy effects, a moving gas-liquid

interface, e.g. a bubble, leaves a liquid film on the wall, whose thickness δ is determined by the

pore size and the interplay between the surface tension γ and the viscous forces, which is quantified

by the capillary number,40,41 Ca = µU
γ , where µ the liquid viscosity and U is the bubble velocity.

Often the capillary number is very small Ca≪ 1 and the thickness of the liquid film is much smaller

than the bubble radius. Despite their potential significance in the capillary detachment process, the

confinement effects and the presence of the thin lubrication film at the pore walls has been so far

overlooked in both theoretical analyses and interpretation of experimental observations.

In this work, we show an effect of the lubricating liquid film around long bubbles on the ef-

ficiency of capillary detachment in microfluidic channels. Since the film thickness depends on
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the channel dimensions and the capillary number, as will be discussed later in detail, we study

different channel heights H and aspect ratios AR of channel cross-section, and a wide range of

capillary numbers. Experiments are performed with nearly spherical bacteria, Staphylococcus au-

reus. Quantification and understanding of this problem will be based on simultaneous and dynamic

tracking of the moving interface and the microorganisms. To this end, we use fluorescent and high-

speed bright-field microscopy to visualize the dynamic mechanism of detachment in the presence

of a liquid film and quantify the detachment efficiency for different bubble velocities and channel

dimensions.

Experiments

Microfluidic devices

In order to study a model for the confinement where the bubble size is comparable to the pore space,

we used microfluidic channels with rectangular cross-sections. We use three different microfluidic

channels in our experiments: (Channel A) 250 µm × 250 µm × 30 mm (W ×H ×L), (Channel B)

100 µm × 100 µm × 30 mm (W ×H ×L), and (Channel C) 500 µm × 100 µm × 30 mm (W ×

H×L). These designs allowed us to study two different channel heights H and two different aspect

ratios AR = 1,5. In order to generate a host-like surface that bacteria often encounter, surfaces of

all the channels were pre-treated with air plasma and coated with 50 µg/ml fibronectin solution

from human plasma, as previously described.43 This step enhances the adhesion probability of the

Staphylococcus aureus on the surface because S. aureus has specific fibronectin-binding proteins

on the cell surface.43,44 The measured contact angle of the working fluid on the coated substrates

was θc = 37◦±5◦ (Supporting Information).
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Table 1: Previous research

Ref. Ca∗ Geometry Particles∗∗ Regime∗∗∗ Remarks

13 10−8-10−4 circular,

R = 1.35 mm

hydrophilic,

d = 1 µm
1 to 3 ηca increases with decreasing Ca.

37 10−5-10−4
rectangular,

H = 0.6 mm,

W = 5 mm

polystyrene,

d = 0.8 µm
1 and 2 ηca increases linearly with decreasing Ca.

38 10−5-10−4
rectangular,

H = 0.6 mm,

W = 5 mm

bacterial cells,

different sizes
1 and 2 ηca increases with decreasing Ca.

42 1.2×10−7
rectangular,

H = 0.4 mm,

W = 3.8 mm

polystyrene,

d = 1 µm
1 Proposed theory in the article overesti-

mates the experimental ηca.

7 ≃10−4
rectangular,

H = 0.6 mm,

W = 5 mm

polystyrene,

d = 0.817 µm
2 Proposed theory in the article overesti-

mates the experimental ηca.

* The capillary number Ca is calculated based on the interface velocity U provided in the articles. ** Polystyrene

particles used in some of the studies had modified surfaces. *** This column refers to the operating regime predicted

based on the present observations described in the Results Section. Estimates are based on Ca and the average

‘Bretherton’ film thickness relative to the diameter of colloids/bacteria d used in each study.
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Bacteria strain and culture condition

As S. aureus, a notorious human pathogen, causes some of the most common biofilm related

infections, and is resistant to many antibiotics, we study this bacteria to investigate the potential

of a new strategy for preventing and/or removing biofilms. Moreover, S. aureus exhibits several

advantageous features for our study: (1) They are not motile and have an approximately spherical

shape, which minimize the complications caused by shape factors.38 (2) The size of the bacterium

(≈ 1 µm diameter) falls in the range where for colloidal particles the capillary detachment process

becomes important and efficient.2 (3) Preliminary tests and earlier studies with S. aureus showed

that capillary detachment can overcome the adhesion energy of these bacterial cells.27 S. aureus

strain RN6734 was used in this study and throughout our paper is always indicated as S. aureus..

In order to make a strain that fluoresces at a constant level, we constructed a plasmid carrying a

constitutively expressing mKO (Supporting Information). S. aureus strain was grown overnight at

37◦C with shaking in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) with 10 µg/ml erythromycin to maintain plasmids,

back-diluted 1:1000 and re-grown for 3 hours to OD600 ≃ 0.2. The measured contact angle of

the working liquid on the lawns of S. aureus created from the suspensions was θp = 14◦ ± 2◦

(Supporting Information).

Visualization and quantification

Bright-field imaging was performed with a high-speed camera with frame rates up to 4000 fps for

tracking the dynamics of the interaction between the bacteria and the interface, while fluorescent

microscopy was used for cell-counting before and after the passage of the bubbles. The focal

plane of a 40X dry objective was set on the bottom wall of the microchannels, where bacterial

cells are deposited. Images covered a length of 350 µm and the entire width of the channels. To

measure the number of the adhering cells on the substrate, before and after the passage of bubbles,

the constitutive mKO fluorescence captured from the total area was summed and divided by the
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experimentally determined average fluorescent signal of single cells. The detachment efficiency

for every bubble in the sequence is calculated based on the initial number of the bacteria before the

first bubble passes.

Experimental procedure

Channels were loaded with bacterial cultures for 30 minutes with an average speed of approxi-

mately 250 µm/s after which sterile minimal growth medium was flowed steadily for 15 minutes

into the device to remove unattached planktonic cells. The average surface density of bacterial

cells adhering on the substrate was around 15000 cells/mm2 at this stage. We then inject bubbles

of length Lb in a channel of height H (Figure 2a). In particular, a sequence of four long bubbles

(
Lb

H
> 50) is injected far upstream of the measurement point. The bubbles were carried by the liquid

phase into the microchannel. The flow into the main channel was driven using a syringe pump at

a constant flow rate Q, where 0.1 µl/min < Q <1000 µl/min corresponding to 10−6 <Ca < 10−2

based on the properties of the working fluid (Figure S1). The surface tension and viscosity of the

working fluid were 0.072 N/m and 0.001 Pa.s, respectively. Videos of example cases, including

the status of bacteria attached to the substrate before and after the bubble passes, can be found in

the Supporting Information.

Moving air-liquid interfaces in confined geometries

The interplay between the capillary force, induced by a moving interface, and the adhesion force

acting on the particles determines the efficiency of the capillary detachment process (Figure 1).

Theoretical analyses of the detachment of colloidal particles/bacteria adhering to solid substrates in

the presence of an air-liquid interface have been reported in several previous studies,7,13,38 though

our goal is not to measure the adhesion but rather to document the influence of flow and film thick-

ness on the removal process. It should be noted that for bacteria, interactions between the cell
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surface polymers and the substrate, and the flow-induced shear stress may significantly modify the

adhesion energy compared to the extended DLVO interaction energy predictions,45,46 and thus,

theoretical calculations tend to fail in predicting the required minimum capillary force for success-

ful detachment of bacteria to occur.32 This fact further increases the complexity of the problem

and necessitates accurate experimental measurements to achieve realistic understanding.

For a substrate exposed to a flow containing bubbles rather than a stagnant fluid, the deposited

colloidal particles/bacteria on the surface are exposed to a moving air-liquid interface. The motion

of the interface not only induces a viscous drag force on the particle but also leaves a thin liquid

film between the gas-liquid interface and the bounding walls of the confined geometry. Until

now effect of this thin film has been assumed to be negligible in the analyses provided in the

literature, however, it has been postulated recently to be the reason behind the common theoretical

overestimation of colloid detachment efficiency.42 In fact, in a confined geometry the problem of

interest is no longer a moving contact line problem but instead is a classic “Bretherton” problem

of a bubble translating in a close-fitting channel with walls covered with micron-sized colloids. As

a gas phase moves into a tube otherwise filled with wetting liquid, it does not create a contact line

on the wall but instead the gas-liquid interface is separated from the wall by a uniform thin liquid

film.40,41,47 For a finite volume of gas, this interface forms a bubble with a curved nose and back,

see Figure 2a.
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Figure 2: Flow of an elongated confined bubble of length Lb in a channel of square cross section.

(a) Side view of the flow. (b) Cross-sectional view close to the rear end of the bubble. (c) The

middle region. (d) View close to the front nose of the bubble.

The dynamics of the bubble are characterized by the capillary number, Ca. In a tube of circular

cross-section of radius R and at low interface velocities, i.e., Ca ≪ 1, the thickness of the liquid

layer δ is determined by the interplay between the viscous and the surface tension forces and can

be estimated as follows:40

δ

R
= 1.34 Ca2/3 (2)

For example, for a typical value of Ca= 10−3, then δ
R
≃ 0.01. We demonstrate below the impact

of such thin films on bacterial detachment. In a channel with rectangular cross-section, this liquid

film is no longer uniformly distributed around the bubble though the film thickness has the order of

magnitude given by Equation 2.48 Instead, corners of the channel are filled with liquid, while the

bubble fills the centre of the opening, and the film thickness depends on the circumferential and the

axial coordinates (Figure 2b-d).48,49 For a partially wetting liquid, the liquid film may eventually

dry out towards the back of the bubble,50 as illustrated schematically in Figure 2a. Therefore,

depending on their location, the colloidal particles/bacteria on the walls of channel or small pores

may experience one or multiple cases of the three scenarios illustrated in Figure 1. Only those

particle/bacteria that come in contact with an air-liquid interface experience the direct capillary
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detachment force.

In order to achieve all the three cases schematically presented in Figure 1, a wide range of flow

capillary numbers, 10−6 < Ca < 2× 10−3, are covered in our experiments. As an example, in

channel A and for 10−6 < Ca < 2× 10−3, the average film thickness predictions varies between

tens of nanometers (δ ≪ d) to a few micrometers (δ > d). These predictions are obtained using

channel height H in place of R in Equation 2 for normalizing the film thickness.

Results and discussion

We report the results of our observations as a function of capillary number and channel dimensions.

Bacterial cell counting is performed before and after every bubble for a sequence of four bubbles

at each capillary number. For the experiments discussed here, the total detachment efficiency

was observed not to increase when increasing the number of bubbles above four. Detachment

efficiencies presented in all of the figures are the average value of three independent measurements

obtained from separately grown bacterial strains, and the error bars present the standard errors

calculated for these measurements. We note that no bacteria were detached due to the single-phase

shear stress induced by the liquid phase in the absence of the bubbles.

Capillary number

Detachment efficiencies for a representative set of experiments in channel A, after the first and

fourth bubbles pass through the channel, are presented in Figure 3. Based on the dynamic tracking

of the interface and its interaction with the bacteria adhering on the substrate, at least three distinct

regimes were observed. Different regimes are defined based on the ratio of the bacteria diameter

to the liquid film thickness d
δ

, which is a function of the flow Capillary number for a given channel

height.

Regime 1 (Ca < 5 × 10−5). In this regime, the thin liquid film at the nose of the bubble
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Figure 3: Different regimes observed in the capillary detachment process in channel A, H = 250

µm. (a) Examples of air-liquid interfaces, in the form of a confined bubble, interacting with the

bacteria in regime 1 at Ca= 3×10−6, regime 2 at Ca= 1.5×10−4, and regime 3 at Ca= 2×10−3.

Flow direction is from left to the right. The images are taken at a fixed location in the channel as the

bubbles pass. Visualizations are performed in the bright-field mode to demonstrate the interaction

of the interface with the bacteria and the dry-out patterns. (b) Detachment efficiency (Equation 1)

based on the initial number of bacteria versus capillary number after the first and the fourth bubbles

pass.
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immediately dries out and creates a contact line covering almost the entire width of the channel,

which acts effectively in cleaning the surface, see Figure 3a. This consistent dry-out pattern results

in small error bars in the measurement of the detachment efficiency at Ca < 5×10−5. The liquid

film thickness in this regime is expected to be negligible compared to the size of the bacterial cells

and thus this regime is expected to result in detachment efficiencies close to 100%. However, flow

visualization of the film shape reveals several structures as the main reasons behind the reduced

efficiency values presented in Figure 3b for Ca < 5× 10−5: (i) As schematically illustrated in

Figure 2, bubbles do not fill the entire cross section of the channel, and, therefore, bacteria in

the corner regions are not mobilized. We refer to this feature as the corner effect in the rest of

the text. (ii) Although the liquid film dries out in the central zone, liquid patches are observed to

remain on the surface (Figure 3a). Some of the bacteria in these sites are mobilized and eventually

removed by the back of the bubble, while the rest remain adhered on the substrate. The adhering

bacteria are believed to be responsible for keeping the liquid patches on the substrate, since no

similar flow pattern was observed at identical capillary numbers and surface conditions with no

bacteria. (iii) The dewetting of the film hinders the motion of the bubble as was also reported

in previous investigations.51 As the result, the back of the bubble goes through pinning and de-

pinning motions, which causes re-deposition of some bacteria at the pinning sites. In general, the

bacteria remaining on the surface have an approximately uniform distribution on the wall except

from the corner regions and increasing the number of bubbles enhances the detachment efficiency

in this regime.

Regime 2 and 3. Although the detachment efficiencies presented in Figure 3b seem quite sim-

ilar for Ca > 5×10−5, dynamic tracking of the interface and its interaction with bacteria suggests

two distinct detachment mechanisms, which we refer to as regime 2 (5×10−5 <Ca < 10−3), and

regime 3 (Ca > 10−3). In summary, the most significant features of these two regimes are:

Regime 2 (5× 10−5 < Ca < 10−3). The liquid film at the nose of the bubble in this regime

is too thick to dry out immediately. However, eventually, due to its three-dimensional distribution
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around the bubble and the disturbances on the surface,52 caused by the adhering bacteria, the film

ruptures farther downstream. The resulting contact line appears to move only slowly in the flow

direction and mostly moves towards the channel wall (see Figure 3a, regime 2). This effect is

observed to push the bacteria towards the channel side walls, which are the regions less accessible

to the contact line. Together with the wider liquid-filled corners, the irregular dry-out patterns in

this regime reduce the detachment efficiency down to less than 50% when compared to regime

1. The final distribution and quantity of bacteria on the surface are determined by the dewetting

pattern. The dewetting patterns are dependent on the contact angle of the working fluid on the

substrate and on the bacteria, cell concentration on the substrate, and the channel geometry. In-

vestigations on the effect of these parameters require further extensive studies which are beyond

the scope of the present work. Regime 2 has the lowest detachment efficiency compared to the

other regimes, and passing more bubbles seems to only slightly enhance the detachment efficiency,

while redistributing the non-detached bacteria on the substrate.

Regimes 1 and 2 both fall within the wedging flow category as described by Cubaud et al.

(2004). Global dry-out patterns starting from the nose or local dry-out patterns starting farther

from the bubble nose were observed by the authors at the lower velocities for partially wetting

liquids, which is qualitatively in agreement with the present observations. Moreover, our estimate

of the film thickness based on the Bretherton formulation for the studies summarized in Table 1

suggest that most of these measurements were performed in regimes 1 and 2.

Regime 3 (Ca > 10−3). The main characteristic of this regime is the presence of a continuous

liquid film. The final distribution and quantity of the bacteria on the substrate were consistent

for all the experiments. For Ca > 10−3, the central region of the channel wall, shadowed by the

bubble, is perfectly clean, while the bacteria in the corners remain almost untouched, see Figure 3a,

regime 3. The liquid-filled corners at such capillary numbers are wider and fill almost 50% of the

channel width. The 50% detachment efficiency in this regime, as shown in Figure 3b, demonstrates

that the bubble is almost 100% efficient in cleaning the central zone of the wall. High-speed flow
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visualizations show that bacteria were initially removed in two stripes parallel to the flow direction

where the film starts to leak towards the corners (see the schematic in Figure 2c and d). These

stripes then merge towards the back of the bubble due to the thinning of the liquid film, as predicted

previously.48,49 As the bacteria are washed away from the central part of the wall, bubbles tend to

dry out in this zone and detach more bacteria. Increasing the number of bubbles, however, does not

improve the detachment efficiency. In the central region of the channel, bubbles are more efficient

surface cleaners when operating in regime 3 compared to regimes 1 and 2. Increasing capillary

numbers in this regime decreases the detachment efficiency, which is due to the thicker liquid film

at the back of the bubble at higher velocities.

Channel height

Detachment efficiencies versus capillary number Ca for channel B (H = 100 µm) follows a very

similar trend to that of the channel A (H = 250 µm), see Figure 4a. Since the channel height

is more than two times smaller than the previous case, the average film thickness is expected to

be relatively smaller than that in channel A at similar capillary numbers. In fact, we observed

in the visualizations that Ca = 5× 10−5 falls within regime 1 in this channel and exhibits higher

detachment efficiencies, whilst in channel A flow at a similar capillary number was in regime 2.

Regime 2 was observed to be less efficient in the smaller channel. Bubbles in regime 3 in channel

B were, however, almost as efficient as those in channel A in cleaning the surface.
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Figure 4: Detachment efficiency versus capillary number after the first and the fourth bubbles in

(a) channel B (H = 100 µm, AR = 1), and (b) channel C (H = 100 µm, AR = 5).
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Channel aspect ratio AR

Unlike the square cross sections of channels A and B, channel C had a rectangular cross-section of

aspect ratio AR = W
H
= 5. The main distinct characteristic of the flow in this channel is the narrow

liquid-filled corners relative to the channel width, when compared to channels A and B. As a result,

the detachment efficiencies measured in this channel were in general higher, see Figure 4b. This

effect is amplified in regime 3, where the only bacteria left on the substrate after the bubble are lo-

cated in the corner regions. In regime 2, bubbles were observed to be more efficient in detachment

of bacteria in this channel compared to the other channels. Although the reason behind this finding

is unclear, wider channels seem to be easier to clean by bubbles at intermediate capillary numbers.

Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution (see details in the Supporting Information) of the bac-

teria before and after the bubble passage for representative cases in channels B and C. As can

be observed in Figure 5a, bubbles are highly efficient in uniformly cleaning the channel wall in

regime 1. The corner effects in regime 3 are only present in around 10% of the half channel width

for channel C, while they occupy almost half of channel width for channel B (Figure 5b). A quan-

titative representation of this effect is observable when comparing the detachment efficiencies of

channels B and C for Ca > 10−3 in Figure 4. As can be seen, the detachment efficiency in regime

3 is enhanced from 50%−60% in channel B to 70%−80% in channel C.
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Figure 5: Sample distribution of adhering bacteria before and after the passage of the first bubble

at (a) Ca = 5×10−5 (regime 1) and (b) Ca = 10−3 (regime 3) in channels B and C. Both channels

have height of H = 100 µm. Results present integrated light intensity, normalized with the average

intensity before the bubble passes, captured on axial lines from the center x/W = 0 to the channel

wall x/W = 0.5.

Long-term effects

Bubbles passing in microchannels were observed to detach significant quantities of bacteria from

the surface even after longer exposure of the substrate to the bacterial solution (see the Supporting

Information for more details of the experimental procedures). Several significant features were

observed for the distribution of bacteria on the channel wall, which is exposed to bacterial solu-

tion for different duration of time up to 15 hours (see Figure S2): (i) The effect of the bubbles

remains noticeable even after several hours of surface exposure to the bacterial solution. (ii) The

detachment efficiency of bubbles at lower velocities (Ca = 5× 10−5) decreases as we increase
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the exposure time. (iii) On the contrary, the detachment efficiency increases for faster bubbles

(Ca = 10−3 ) as they pass over surfaces, which were subjected to adhering bacteria for a longer

period. In this regime, as the thickness of the bacterial structures on the substrate increases, the

probability of the contact between the bubble interface and the bacteria adhered on the substrate

is increased and, therefore, bacteria are observed to be detached starting from the front nose of

the bubble. Moreover, over time the bacteria start forming three-dimensional mature biofilms on

the substrate. Our visualisations reveal that bubbles at higher capillary number are often capable

of detaching the entire three-dimensional structures, which might be elongated from the corner

zone to the central region of the pore. This effect enhances the capillary detachment in the corner

regions at regime 3.

Bubbles were observed to cause notable non-homogeneous distributions of bacteria even when

the substrate was exposed to the bacterial solution for several hours. As an example, Figure 6

shows the deposited bacterial cells on a channel wall before and after the passage of a bubble at

Ca ≃ 10−3. The bottom wall of the channel was exposed to bacterial solution for 8 hours before

the bubble passes. The bubble removes a large number of bacteria from the central region, while

its efficiency is relatively lower in the corner regions similar to the trend that was observed in the

results presented earlier.
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Figure 6: Distribution of bacteria adhered on the wall being exposed to bacterial solution for 8

hours before and after a bubble passes at Ca ≃ 10−3 in channel C. Integrated light intensities are

normalized with the average of the light intensity before the bubble passes. Images are captured at

identical light intensities.

In summary, a direct capillary force induced by an air-liquid interface can be effective in de-

taching and mobilising Staphylococcus aureus adhered to the walls of micro channels. This phe-

nomenon occurs at velocities where the shear stress of the flow alone at the wall has negligible

effect on the adhering bacteria. Even though it has been often neglected in the previous studies,

our experimental results show that the lubrication film around the bubbles in confined geometries

and its interaction with the adhering bacteria have significant effects on the final detachment re-

sults. These influences are noticeable not only in the detachment efficiency but also in the final

distribution of the bacteria that remain on the substrate. The observed distinct patterns in film dry-

out and their direct influence on the bacterial detachment and redeposition prove that the capillary
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detachment problem needs to be approached as a dynamic problem rather than a static contact line

problem. The focus of the current study was on detachment of bacterial cells at their earliest stage

of adhesion on the substrate, however, we also observed that bubbles are effective in cleaning sur-

faces that were exposed to bacteria for several hours. At the early stage of bacterial adhesion on

the surface, bubbles at low velocities (Ca < 10−5) are found to be the most efficient if maximum

cleaning efficiency is desired. The present findings suggest that in confined geometries exposed to

bacteria, certain locations, such as corners are more likely to be the potential zones for the forma-

tion and development of mature biofilms. Further investigations are yet to be performed to clarify

the effect of substrate and bacteria surface hydrophobicity, shape, and initial cell concentration on

the capillary detachment process in the presence of lubricating liquid films.
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